The "pluriverse" has recently gained momentum in International Relations among scholars focused on ontological pluralism. Nevertheless, theoretical debates may obscure several political tensions observed in local experience. In this paper, I analyze narratives on Suma Qamaña, which synthesizes Aymara cosmology and is both reproduced and criticized by political actors in Bolivia. I argue that the discourse on Suma Qamaña entails a strategy of power by both Aymara people and the government. The paper is developed in three parts: first, I examine the term`s framing in literature, Suma Qamaña`s risen in Bolivian society and its connection to the reconstruction of Aymara identity. Then, I analyze Suma Qamaña`s insertion into governmental discourse. Finally, I stress power disputes over Suma Qamaña. I suggest that the emphasis attributed by IR academics to its ontological potential without considering this strategic facet might lead them to depoliticize the term, reproducing a similar pattern advanced by other theorists and the government.
as narrativas sobre o Suma Qamaña, expressão que sintetiza a cosmologia Aymara e é reproduzida e criticada pelos atores políticos na Bolívia. Argumento que o discurso sobre o Suma Qamaña encerra uma estratégia de poder exercida tanto pelos aymara quanto pelo governo. Este artigo é desenvolvido em três partes: primeiro, examino o enquadramento do termo na literatura, sua ascensão na sociedade boliviana e conexão com a reconstrução da identidade Aymara. Depois, analiso a inserção do Suma Qamaña no discurso governamental. Finalmente, enfatizo as disputas de poder em torno do Suma Qamaña. Sugiro que a ênfase atribuída pelos acadêmicos ao seu potencial ontológico sem considerer sua face estratégica poderá levá-los a despolitizar o termo, reproduzindo um padrão desenvolvido por outros teóricos e mesmo pelo governo.
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The discipline of International Relations (IR) has been increasingly criticized for its exclusionary feature by academics who, although representatives of distinct theoretical perspectives, belong to the same tradition of thought produced mainly in the Anglo-Saxon world (Ashley 1988; Cox 1987; Onuf 1989; Smith, Booth and Zalewski 1996; Tickner 1992; Walker 1993; Wendt 1999) . In that sense, its internal diversification would reflect not necessarily an ontological pluralism but the reification of a pretentious universality and, consequently, the marginalization of other knowledge and the modes of life reflected by them. For that reason, many academics either have pointed IR as an American discipline or highlighted its Western, Eurocentric feature (Hoffmann 1977; Biersterker 2009; Ikeda 2010; Jones 2006; Tickner and Blaney 2012; Hobson 2012; Acharya and Buzan 2010; Weaver 1998) . Such a move puts into question IR's international or even global vocation once we realize that much published work tends to reproduce concepts and models geopolitically situated. More, such works are based on epistemological and methodological fundaments present among mainstream scholars, and even on modern ontological assets, including much of the criticism directed to the latter.
The advent of postcolonial and indigenous studies has been crucial in denouncing the silencing of difference by the academy, recovering alterity as an important analytical category for the discipline (Beier 2009; Chakrabarty 2000; Grovogui 2006; Inayatullah and Blaney 2004; Lightfoot 2016; Muppiddi 2012; Shaw 2008; Shilliam 2011; Smith 2012) . Following this wave of criticism and influenced by social scientists` research on Latin America (Blaser 2010; De la Cadena 2010 , 2015 Dussel 2013; Escobar, 2010 Escobar, , 2011 Escobar, , 2012 Latour 2010) , the notion of "pluriverse" has recently gained the attention of IR scholars (Conway and Singh 2011; Querejazu 2016; Rojas 2015 Rojas , 2016 Blaney 2013, 2017; Youatt 2017 ; see also International Studies Association 2016 Program). Related to the modes of life of "Non-Western" peoples, the term addresses the complexity of social relations as it advocates the emergence of diverse knowledge and cosmologies which, distinguished from the Modern one, do not place human beings in the center of existence. On the contrary, this "other" perception of "reality" as one composed of "many worlds" itself holds a subversive potential to read critically IR. Nevertheless, the incorporation of this "other" expression by scholars and the sense of novelty attributed to the "pluriverse" might obscure a series of power disputes already present in the local sphere, and considered by Blaser as his concept of "political ontology" refers not only to "a field of study that focuses on the conflicts that ensue as different worlds or ontologies strive to sustain their own existence as they interact and mingle with each other" but also to "the politics involved in the practices that shape a particular world or ontology" (BLASER, 2009, p. 877) .
In fact, the relevance of stressing the "political" was pointed by Siba Grovogui in the 56 th International Studies Association Meeting as he questioned the "political implications" regarding the emergence of other knowledge and its coexistence with modern institutions already installed in the national and international fields. Inspired by Grovogui`s interpellation, I analyze in this paper narratives on Suma Qamaña, which synthesizes Aymara cosmology and is both reproduced and criticized by political actors in Bolivia. I use the Bolivian case to illustrate: the difficult relationship between the government and indigenous peoples, and among the latter as well; and the consequences that surface once Suma Qamaña is captured by Morales' administration. I argue that discourse on Suma Qamaña entails a strategy of power by both the Aymara people and the government. In this article, I examine the term`s framing in literature, to which follows a brief history of Suma Qamaña`s risen in Bolivian society and its connection to the reconstruction of Aymara identity. Then, I analyze Suma Qamaña`s insertion into governmental discourse. I conclude stressing the power disputes over Suma Qamaña in the Andean country. I suggest that the emphasis attributed by IR academics to its ontological potential without considering this strategic facet might lead them to depoliticize the term and reproduce a similar pattern advanced by other theorists and Morales` administration.
Suma Qamaña and the reconstruction of Aymara identity
Translated simply as Living Well (Vivir Bien, in Spanish), Suma Qamaña consists in one of the expressions found in the international academic literature devoted to the emergence of an other logic, proper of the Andean indigenous peoples and opposed to modern rationality. Current work in Social Science points Suma Qamaña as the aymara counterpart of the quechua Sumak Kawsay/Good Living (Buen Vivir). Both are interpreted either as an alternative to development, to capitalism, to coloniality, an example of solidarity economy or even as a solution to the crises of human civilization (Acosta 2009; Dussel 2012; Escobar 2012a; Gudynas 2011; Lander 2010; Quijano 2012 Santos 2010 Walsh 2010) . In IR, references are still scarce and sometimes made in relation to the notion of pluriverse, which translates theorists` effort to establish an ontological criticism of the discipline, stressing its Western colonial feature and the need to incorporate contributions from colonized peoples. That is the case of Querejazu (2016) , who advocates that Andean cosmovisions and their conceptual tools, such as the ayllu, could foment IR discussion on multiple issues and bring a more inclusive facet to the discipline.
A similar trend is found in Rojas`s publication on the pluriverse. Here, Suma Qamaña is mentioned along with Sumak Kawsay only to express the difficulty concerning translations among different "worlds", following what Viveiros de Castro (1996) pointed as the irreducible quality of the indigenous cosmology to the notions of a rational-modern debate. Thus, the difficulty framing them in terms of single units. Nevertheless, because these other subjectivities, to which Suma Qamaña forms part, are presented as "oriented toward alternatives to colonial logics" (ROJAS, 2016, p. 380 ), Rojas advocates their potential to decolonize international politics. Earlier, the author had identified Suma Qamaña to practices of decolonization, critical to the modern project of citizenship and its supposed universality. Although the expression is related to the Aymara people, Rojas (2015) also presented it as an equivalent of "Buen Vivir", extensively pointed by the literature as a translation of quechua Sumak Kawsay. Elsewhere, she framed indigenous knowledge in Bolivia as an example of a "noncapitalist alternative" which, together with its counterparts produced by diverse marginalized cultures in Latin America and abroad, could encourage dialogue between different economic practices. In that sense, indigenous knowledge in the Andean country would present a possibility to decolonize International Political Economy fundaments and, as such, to promote "development otherwise", that is, a new form of economic organization sustained in the co-existence of different "rationalities" (ROJAS, 2007, p. 585) .
Although Rojas didn`t specifically mention Suma Qamaña nor Living Well, she highlights Aymara descent of president Morales and his role, along with indigenous intellectuals, including "other" proposition in norms and public policies. Querejazu, in turn, grounds her analysis basically on propositions made by several Bolivian indigenous and non-indigenous authors, including some considered the founders of Suma Qamaña. The emphasis put by these IR authors on Andean indigenous knowledge or simply indigenous knowledge in Bolivia, and even Rojas` "noncapitalist alternative"/ "alternative to colonial logics" is quite revealing. Their concern is first and foremost a theoretical one, which privileges ontological difference presented by non-Western colonial worldviews and their prospects for the discipline, leaving aside political disputes between the Bolivian government and indigenous peoples, divergence among indigenous groups over Suma Qamaña/Living Well. Thus, they put in second place strategies employed by those actors. In doing so, they emulate somehow the work of social scientists who focus on Andean indigenous knowledge and its otherness in relation to Modernity, and stress only partially political implications regarding the emergence of this "other" ontology in Bolivian society. More, they miss Suma Qamaña as a strategy of power by both Aymara people and Morales` government.
Apart from the Spanish or English translation, Suma Qamaña and Sumak Kawsay mean "life in plenitude", referring to a dynamic process since "qamaña" and "kawsay" indicate the relevance of "being" as condition of existence instead of "to be". 3 In the great tissue that represents life (Pacha), formed by the complementarity of opposed forces (cosmic and telluric), everything is interconnected. 4 According to this logic, human beings are just an integrative part of a whole, which embodies the material plan, manifested in mineral, vegetable and animal forms, and the supernatural one. Such an understanding relates to the Aymara principle Take kunas jakaskkiwa ("Everything lives"): humans and non-humans (despite of their material composition) emanate energy and comprise the cosmos which, at the Rev. Carta Inter., Belo Horizonte, v. 13, n. 3, 2018, p. 236-261 microlevel, is reflected in the ayllu. 5 For that reason, existence implies a constant search for balancing, for harmony between the visible and nonvisible worlds, which is expressed in the modes of life of the so-called "ancestral" peoples, such as indigenous ones.
Central to those modes of life is the practice of ceremonies since they establish a connection between the worlds and guide social relations in community as well.
In Aymara communities, ceremonies are usually related to the Andean-Amazon calendar, marked by agricultural cycles, and consist in acts of celebration of life, during which rituals, music and dancing are performed. During the road-blocking, indigenous groups constructed a grammar of empowerment, stressing the separation between "self" and "other". As Mamani (2012) states, those were exceptional moments that contributed to the development of a common identification among the protesters, strengthening Aymara identity by using of traditional clothing, whiphala (checked colorful flag that reflects indigenous struggles in Spanish America) and pututu (brass instrument). The exercise of ayni, expressed in the mutual help among community members and the idea of reciprocity, and the achievement of consensus among participants represented as well, according to the author, social codes embodied in the ayllu (Andean indigenous community). As mobilization and identity reinvention developed, insurgents began to reproduce a historical demand for territory and autonomy, enacted by aymara people during colonial and republican Bolivia, as shown by Choque (2012) and Thompson (2010) in their analysis on indigenous struggles in the 19th and 18th centuries, respectively.
In that way, La Paz insurgency seemed to mark not just the search for liberation, but also the return of an actor in his otherness, whose discourse reproduced some of Fausto Reinaga`s appointments. First academic aymara whose work focused on the relevance of indigenous empowerment for the reconstitution of Kollasuyu and Tawantinsuyu 6 , Reinaga influenced following generations and had some of his propositions incorporated by Quispe as a strategy to incite resistance: "Since 1563 […] we`ve lost the State, and then political power, and then the right to have our own president.
[…] What do we want? We want to restore Tawantinsuyu […] Since Spaniards came […], we`ve been nothing but cannonball. The truth is that this land (patria) is ours, they are stateless, they have no State.
[…] Let`s see: who sweeps the street? We, the Indians.
[…] White people are there as architects, engineers, staring down Indians that are working.
[…] I`ve mobilized people with this discourse. I formed myself intellectually in Cuba. When I got here, I wanted to apply the same experienced I had there. People didn`t understand me… Then, I thought: "How can I raise these people? Oh, we should talk about the Incas, Katari, about the Aymara, our life, the ayllu, the community, ayni". They, then, lifted their neck like a llama. That was the secret…" (DELGADO, 2014 . Interview with Felipe Quispe, La Paz, April 2013 The passage above reflects a dynamic of identitarian redefinition and selfaffirmation, pointed by Mamani as one of the specificities of the indigenous uprising in La Paz, as collective actions enabled and were pervaded by a discourse that separated "them" (White/mestizo) from "us" (indigenous/peasantry). Quispe`s idea was to "indianize" indigenous peoples, recovering their identity and selfesteem and, as a result, preparing them for the "Indian Revolution" defended by Reinaga (2011) . Such a revolution would consist not just in the State reform, but in restoring political power using a military and rhetorical strategy, stressing difference. Liberation, thus, would entail a violent and radical process, reflecting Fanon`s concept of decolonization and the author`s perception that the goal of the colonized is to occupy the place of the colonizer, that is, to occupy political institutions, to rule the State (FANON, 2004) . Moreover, Quispe`s el ayllu, la comudad, el ayniwords reveal the enduring feature of colonial difference, the connection of the ethno-racial and class problematic, described by Bhabha as the "racialization of inequality" (BHABHA, 2004, xiii) , and which is not overcome after formal Independence.
Another point highlighted in the interview, which relates to Fanon`s propositions, is the Manichean vision of the colonial world, the sense for the colonized that the colonizer represents the foreigner that took over indigenous land, updating the category of colonizer, now represented by the White-mestizo elite. Quispe, then, tries to subvert colonial difference, pointing White-mestizo as the "other" and presenting indigenous world as "fundamentally different" (FANON, 2004, p. 6) . In that way, essence will be mobilized as a discursive principle capable to foment indigenous empowerment, in what Memmi called the "return of the pendulum": "What remained for the colonized (and in general, for all oppressed people, I would later argue) was simply to accept themselves, since no one else would accept them. […] There was no other way out" (MEMMI, 2000, p.48) . Thus, Memmi, argues "to affirm one`s difference becomes the condition of self-affirmation, the banner for the individual or collective reappropriation of one`s self. Where, in the first instance, the dominant affirmed their difference over and against those they oppressed, in the last, the oppressed reclaim their differences against the dominant" (MEMMI, 2000, p. 48-49).
Although diverse from Quispe`s approach, self-affirmation is also displayed in narratives on Suma Qamaña/Living Well. In this case, the emphasis put on the existence of essentially different worlds (the indigenous` world and Whitemestizo Western one) reflects aymara academics effort to demonstrate Suma Qamaña as a new paradigm for humanity (Huanacuni 2010; Yampara 2001 Yampara , 2005 . Here, colonial difference is framed explicitly in cosmological terms and denotes an abyss between distinct modes of life -Western-modern vs. indigenous one:
One is the Western cosmovision, where not only theological theory is privileged but, in it, the protagonist and privileged role of Man over other members of the biotic community as if the world was in his hands and had natural tributes to domesticate, take and pillage territories, resources and peoples -Uraqit yanaka yaqha markanakampi apsuyasa jakaña -that`s the logic of capital`s worlding and the role of transnational companies. In this cosmovision, material and spiritual expressions are divorced […] .
Other very distinct is Qamañ-Pacha Andean cosmovision of harmonic coexistence, integral welfare of all members of the biotic community and, as such, a respect for integral life not just human`s […] . Here the problem of spiritual treatment is part of life. It requires interaction among forces and energies using deities to reach harmony and welfare, even though that`s understood as paganism and superstition in the Western space. Interestingly, the discursive devices for self-affirmation mentioned above also seems to reflect what De la Cadena (2015) observes as "cosmopolitics". By denouncing "Western cosmovision" (to use Yampara's words) and its contradictions, indigenous academics find a way to act in Western-Modern world. This is possible because, while stressing colonial difference in cosmological terms, those academics were able to establish a dialogue, a connection to this non-indigenous world so that Suma Qamaña is presented as a "new paradigm for humanity". Thus, while rejecting the nature-humanity divide, as De la Cadena states, this does not prevent indigenous from getting closer and, sometimes, capitalize on it. So, consonant with Fanon's and Memmi's discussion, De la Cadena's argument ratifies the political dimension of indigenous empowerment, to which narratives on Suma Qamaña forms part. Yet, it should be mentioned that aymara intelligentsia's conceptions are not homogeneous, comprising much disagreement over the years.
Yampara`s propositions consisted in a watershed: not only have they influenced the work of other authors, such as Javier Medina (2006) and Josef Estermann (2012), but also fomented academic debate. Such a debate is marked either by a critique toward essentialism, what would be a mythification of indigenous peoples, either by a conceptual problem regarding Suma Qamaña (Choque 2013; Kallisapa 2013; Macusaya Cruz 2013; Portugal Mollinedo 2013; Spedding 2010; Stefanoni 2012; Untoja 2012) . In any case, those critique reflect the echo encountered by the expression among Bolivian intellectuals (indigenous and non-indigenous) and prompted them in developing studies on the issue to improve definition or even just to mark ideological positions and stress the political facet of indigenous struggles. So, at first, Suma Qamaña discourse was marked by the Highland insurgency against Bolivian State. Passed a decade from those events, such a discourse still resonates in a society characterized in these late years by the "whitening" of many indigenous that migrated to the cities and their descendants. 9 Certainly, a closer view of Bolivian society reveals a demystification of the indigenous as merely a community member or a minor worker: indigenous groups are much more heterogeneous as collective actors and englobe an emerging class of Aymara and Quechua business men, also defined by Untoja (2012a) as "Kolla hegemony", small farmers and great landowners. The positions assumed by these actors reflect and reproduce power disputes in the national scene, which the government`s manipulation of Suma Qamaña takes part of. In the next section, I analyze Morales`s administration discourse on this Other knowledge and its projection in the international community.
Para Vivir Bien: the governmental discourse and its insertion in the international sphere
Para Vivir Bien (In order to Live Well) consists in the main slogan adopted by Morales' administration and reproduced constantly by diverse State institutions in order to legitimize public policies. 10 The overwhelming reproduction of Suma Qamaña's Spanish translation by the government made some critics point to a process of political emptiness of the term that would serve to sustain domination through the praise and visibility of the indigenous subject in the official discourse (Mamani 2007). In fact, as an expression capable of being applied to distinct issues, Vivir Bien (Living Well) removes the political content of indigenous resistance as well as the cosmological facet regarding Suma Qamaña, despite the former`s identification as an "indigenous proposition". In that way, the appropriation of otherness in governmental discourse through the incorporation of indigenous ceremonies in the State protocol, the creation of norms, or even the organization of annual meetings with indigenous and peasant leaders would function first and foremost as a device to get their support and keep political alliance.
As those meetings lost gradually their co-ruling feature and assumed a consultative status, and as the Executive started to criminalize indigenous leaders who considered extractivist policies contrary to their self-determination and modes of life, the government's modus operandi became manifest as one of including otherness narrowly. The goal was to create a favorable scenario to governand guarantee the new political elite`s permanence in State institutions (DELGADO, 2014) . The absorption of Suma Qamaña as a rhetorical device, which excludes the incorporation and implementation of the logic underlying the expression, is observed in Bolivian Constitution as well as in the National Development Plan (BOLIVIA, 2007) . In the first instance, Living Well and some of the characteristic attributed to the termcomplementarity, harmony, balancing -are linked either to moral values, either to economic and political matters that should be assured by the State. Except for article 8, Suma Qamaña is replaced in the document by "Living Well" or "in order to Live Well", the latter indicating not just a sense of purpose but also a self-explanatory tone: its use as the ethos of Plurinational Bolivia would justify in and of itself the duties and role of the State as regulator of activities in general and promoter of development despite the normative advocates mechanisms of participatory democracy (see, for example, articles 241, 241 and 316). "Otherness" is, then, stressed as a subterfuge to promote political centralization in the hands of Morales` government as representative of the State. This governmental tactic and the issues highlighted above appear more clearly concerning the National Development Plan (NDP). The normative, which evokes Living Well along with development, economic productivity and Bolivian sovereignty, reflects what would seem at first a misconception regarding Suma Qamaña, as affirmed by one of the main proponents of the term, foreign minister Choquehuanca: "Maybe we are still using Western concepts. Instead of speaking of a National Development Plan, we should speak of a National Plan about Returning to Balancing, or a National Plan of Life, because development is related to living better, not to Living Well" (CHOQUEHUANCA, 2010, p. 33) . But a closer look uncovers the discursive strategy employed by the government in which Living Well stands as an extension of development. The plan`s importance concerns not just its content but the display of an academic grammar, involving a debate on Living Well and its crucial feature to the refunding of Bolivian State.
In that sense, Living Well is classified as the knowledge "characteristic of original and indigenous culture of Bolivia", a "cosmocentric vision that overcomes traditional ethnocentric concepts on development" that reflects "the community`s intercultural coexistence with the other without power asymmetry", "different from Western "living better"" (BOLIVIA, 2007, p. 8) . The expression is, thus, understood as the inverse of development whose absorption in State Project would reflect indigenous demand of decolonization. Nevertheless, Suma Qamaña`s incorporation corresponds to the exaltation of difference and political emptiness pattern observed before: once transformed into Living Well, the term is adjusted to State parameters. Its resignification endows official discourse with a new face although, in its structure, the content remains unaltered as suggested by the employment of terms such as "new proposal of development", "new pattern of development", "alternative paradigm to development". Interestingly, the latter reveals the capture of the world "paradigm", pointed by some indigenous academics, along with "alternative to development", a notion widely rejected by Aymara proponents. This suggests a strategic inclusion of Suma Qamaña`s grammar into State`s Living Well discourse:
Living Well is the demand for development`s humanization […] Living Well is the access to the enjoyment of material resources and of effective, subjective, intellectual and spiritual fulfillment, in balancing with nature and in community with human beings.
[…] The linear and sequential concept of progress is insufficient to comprise the new proposal of development because it requires an integral, holistic, radical and accumulative understanding capable of including non-homogenous situations […] . It unites practices and knowledge from different social actors […] (BOLIVIA, 2007, p. 9) 11 The new policy proposes the concept of "development pattern" in opposition to "development model" because it does not search nor utilizes a proved and validated prototype as it seeks to build a new development pattern as a replacement for primary-export model (BOLIVIA, 2007, p. 12) 12 Through the manipulation of those terms, State`s discourse provides a critique towards development as an ethnocentric understanding of the world, that reproduces power asymmetry and silences other forms of knowledge. In that sense, it seeks to transpose to the NDP the tension expressed in Suma Qamaña literature between two opposite worlds: indigenous and Western ones. Moreover, its sophisticated grammar establishes a nexus with the propositions of some decolonial authors, as observed in the use of "intercultural coexistence" or the idea that "interculturality is the driving force" of the new development`s pattern (BOLIVIA, 2007, p. 13) . Besides "interculturality", other expressions are widely found along the Plan and in decolonial literature as well as "decolonization", "coloniality", "colonialism" (Quijano 2005; Walsh, García Linera and Mignolo 2006) . Nevertheless, as one proceeds with the document`s reading, the emphasis on the empowerment of historically marginalized actors gives way gradually to the prominence of the State as a "transforming force of change" (NDP, 2007, p. 15) , whose capacity of guaranteeing the necessary shifts in Bolivian society is linked to the State`s return as the promoter of development.
The centralization of power by the State is justified as a condition for recovering Bolivian natural resources, which plays a crucial role in the redistribution of Rev. Carta Inter., Belo Horizonte, v. 13, n. 3, 2018, p. 236-261 Living The profound change and transformation we are achieving are not just for us, they are proposals and alternative for the world, humanity and the planet. They are light to other peoples that struggle to change their history since there is no other Project in this planet that represents other choice and considers the global level.
If the challenge was big, now the responsibility and challenge are much bigger, now hope is shared by the whole humanity from each corn of the planet, because environmental, financial, political and social crisis we`ve been facing in our territory affect global level and comprise the planet [..] In this context, facing the threat of global crisis, our brother president releases to the world Ten Mandaments in order to save the planet, humanity and life (CHOQUEHUANCA 2010a, 72) 15 The quotations demonstrate the government`s initiative to project Bolivia, crediting the country`s relevance for the planet to its process of decolonization which, in turn, is linked to Living Well as the bedrock of an exceptional national Project expressed in the Constitution, economic policies and reforms in general. Suma Qamaña`s definition as an alternative for humanity is, thus, absorbed and transposed to the Nation-State as the official representative of such proposal in the international arena. Those observations are also illustrated by the President, during his speech in the Climate Change Meeting, held in Copenhagen. For him, the event presented for Bolivia the chance to "keep our strategy towards Living Well`s reconstruction and the defense of Mother Earth, to advance Ten Mandaments` propositions for saving the planet […] , to take our responsibility in maintaining Balancing with Nature" (MORALES, 2010, p. 27) .
Suma Qamaña`s transformation into Living Well involves also an academic framing which, reproducing the strategy adopted in the NDP, reflects the administration`s effort to sustain legitimacy among its intellectual allies from abroad by applying their conceptual tools and, in parallel, advance the construction of an exceptionalism. Thus, the idea of creating a "new socialism" or a "communitarian socialism" to improve "21st century Socialism", stated in official documents, relates not just to the Bolivarian model employed by Chaves` government. Indeed, the expressions unveil a closer connection with Santos`s "Good Living Socialism", understood as a "mix of knowledge, ancestral knowledge with modern, Eurocentric, progressist one" (SANTOS, 2010, p. 7) . The words of president Evo Morales and vice president Álvaro García, pronounced during VIII Congress of Movimiento al Socialismo (governmental political party), made clear this approach. While the 15 [...] Bolivia se constituye em um Mensajero de la Paz y Guardián de la Vida para todo el planeta. [...] Los câmbios y transformaciones profundas que estamos realizando no son solo para nosotros, son propuestas y alternativas para el mundo, para la humanidade y el planeta. Son luces para los otros pueblos que luchan para cambiar sus historias, ya que no existe en este momento, en el planeta, outro proyecto que represente alternativas que toman em cuenta el nivel global. Sí antes el desafio era grande, ahora la responsabilidade y los desafios son mucho mayores, ahora la esperanza es compartida por la humanidade entera y de todo el planeta, porque las crisis ambientales, financeiras, política y social, que estamos enfrentando em nuestro território, afecya a nível global y abarca el conjunto del planeta [...] Em esse contexto, ante la amenaza de las crisis globales, nuestro Hermano Presidente lanza al mundo los Diez Mnadamentos para salvar al planeta, a la humanidad y la vida.
former claimed that this new socialism was grounded on Living Well, going beyond class conflict, García explained: "these are the sources of our socialism: on the one hand, the working class, contemporary science and technology and, on the other, communitarism […] ; the sum of worker`s world and communitarian world […] are the sources of Communitarian Socialism" (quoted in Villanueva 2012). 16 Hence, the quotations above disclose Suma Qamaña/Living Well`s framing so it could provide academic support and, at the same time, fit the cosmology into slogans and governmental policies. Here, what is at stake is not the implementation of Living Well in accordance with indigenous intellectuals` proposals, which are presented as radically distinct from the Western world and its capitalist and socialist models. On the contrary, what is at stake is the instrumentalization of Suma Qamaña, transforming the expression into an authentic proposal of socialism under Morales` administration, different from other socialist experiences developed around the globe. Because of its supposed uniqueness, Communitarian Socialism would function not just as an appealing construct to the academic field but also as a source of power to its advocates, that is, governmental authorities that would detain what Inayatullah (200 8) names as "exclusive knowledge". Related to civilizatory and evangelist policies of colonization, as well as to international donation to Third World countries, this expression indicates the superiority of one group based on their singular knowledge about the world, which would endow them with legitimacy and authority over the "other".
In the Bolivian case, Communitarian Socialism works to project the State and the government abroad by capturing the reclaim of exceptionality made by former proponents of Suma Qamaña and transforming it into something else. In parallel, the absorption of its conceptual tools also functions as a strategy that seeks to gain recognition from indigenous and peasants` organizations, which form the major support base of Morales' administration, despite the opposition of many indigenous and non-indigenous intellectuals. Thus, while Suma Qamaña instrumentalization might look at first as an opportunity for indigenous movements to transpose it internationally, giving resonance to their mobilization, this projection seems delusional once one realizes that such a process entails the concept`s inclusion in policies that put the sovereign State as the protagonist of political game. Through such an inclusion, Suma Qamaña`s proposals are adjusted by the official discourse, which reproduces the maintenance of exclusionary structures under a supposedly indigenous government.
Conclusion
In this article, I`ve argued that Suma Qamaña/Living Well entails a strategy of power by both Aymara people and the government. Initially attributed to an Aymara intelligentsia, such a discourse worked to reinforce difference, giving it a positive facet, and promote indigenous self-affirmation. Considering the context in which it emerged, Suma Qamaña cannot be detached from the mobilizations developed in the Bolivian Highland nor from the restructure of the ayllu. In that sense, it played a crucial role in the recovery of identity and the promotion of awareness among indigenous peoples, especially Aymara, an issue pointed by Cesaire (2000) as relevant for the liberation of the colonized. Nevertheless, Suma Qamaña/Living Well`s construction is also linked to conflicts of power in the discursive field. On the one hand, it evokes criticism by many Bolivian intellectuals, some of them Aymara. On the other, its incorporation by international academics works in diverse ways: be it through the preponderance of Sumak Kawsay/Good Living, the emphasis attributed to it as synonym of "Andean indigenous thought" or even as an alternative to development, to capitalism and to colonial logic. In any case, Suma Qamaña is transformed by theorists into expressions that tend to confirm their theoretical hypothesis, leaving aside political disputes that take place in the local dimension.
Considering IR scholars, they not just reproduce previous Social Science literature on the issue but also reinforce the tendency mentioned above as their focus is first and foremost a theoretical one. The concern with the ontological difference presented by non-Western colonial worldviews and their prospects for the discipline has as a result the depolitization of Suma Qamaña. In this case, they put in second place divergence over the Aymara cosmology, which involve indigenous and non-indigenous intellectuals. Because such divergence reflects not just an effort to provide conceptual accuracy, but also the growing tension between the government and indigenous movements that lead to the fragmentation of the latter, IR theorists miss the strategies employed by those actors in the Bolivian political game as well. In doing so, they mention only partially political implications regarding the emergence of this "other" ontology in Bolivian society, stressing the friction between Suma Qamaña and Modern logics but not necessarily the continues process of domination and resistance that crosses those disputes, nourishes them, and puts into check the progressive, essentialist and delusional character regarding decolonization and indigenous movements in Bolivia.
As a result, IR authors tend to promote a romanticized critique vision of Modern/rational versus Non-Modern logics, the latter represented by a homogenized knowledge/mode of life. And because homogenization and essentialization remove memories pervaded by struggles and stories of the other, as pointed out by Barthes (2002) , they depoliticize the colonized. Thus, in the discipline's literature theoretical issues take precedence over empirical research, and the political component of Suma Qamaña, as developed in the local dimension and projected to the international, is underestimated. In doing so, IR authors reproduce and reinforce a similar pattern of depolitization advanced by Social Scientists. Suma Qamaña`s depolitization is prompted by Morales government, although in a distinct manner when compared to academic literature. In that case, the Aymara concept is incorporated by the ruling elite through the exaltation of otherness whilst its cosmological content is not followed by political leaders in public policies. Converted into Living Well, Suma Qamaña is then applied as a useful slogan in official propaganda: as an expression of what is essentially different in Bolivia, Living Well serves to legitimize the administration and, in parallel, project Bolivia and its government, as well as its indigenous president. Thus, as an organizing principle of discourse, Suma Qamaña is immersed in political disputes that develop in the local sphere and inform the international, which in turn also impact the local, creating a dynamic process. Because conflicts of power and the strategies employed by the actors involved are not considered by international literature, because there is gap between theoretical and empirical research, political implications are only partially considered and Suma Qamaña becomes politically empty in its content. Finally, it should be highlighted that, once Suma Qamaña is transformed into expressions that fulfill theorists' hypothesis and their anxiety for change, IR scholars also contribute to the creation of slogans, which puts into jeopardy their own goal for decolonization.
